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Used by the US military, Wiley-X kit is now available to UK airsofters.
Oscar P takes a look at some of their top offerings
n every Safe Zone, at every game, kit
is a key topic of conversation. Every
player has got an opinion (or several)
about the best camouflage and rigs and
RIFs. But despite that it’s not very often you
hear people comparing notes on glasses
and gloves. For some reason these seem to
be the Cinderella of the gear world.
Strange, really – vision is irreplaceable
and eye-pro is mandatory at every single
site. People seem to view it as a basic
item though, rather than something that
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The Saber comes supplied with
interchangable lenses
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can really affect your effectiveness. The
same goes for choosing gloves – efficiently
manipulating your weapon is at the heart
of the game, so good kit on your mitts can
make a huge difference.
So when Thomas Jacks Limited sent
us some of the latest Wiley-X glasses
and gloves to review I got pretty excited.
Wiley-X has a reputation for producing
some of the best kit in the world – and
having had a chance to try some out I can
say it is richly deserved.

Always wear protection
Looking at the eye-pro first, we got to test
out three options: Saber Advanced, CQC
Goggle and Gravity Black Ops Glasses.
They came exquisitely packaged in rigid
cases with back straps and microfibre lens
cloths as standard; the appearance and
build quality is top-notch.
The Saber features an interchangeable
lens system – Pale Yellow, Light Rust,
Smoke Grey, Clear or Vermillion lenses are
available, each suited to various conditions

KIT REVIEW | WILEY-X
and similar to the ESS glasses that are
common on the skirmish field.
The Wiley-X offering, however, is streets
ahead. The lenses themselves are much
thicker than ESS’ and the nose and temple
pieces are much heftier – and more
comfortable! I’d call these the ‘standard’
glasses of the three – mid-sized allrounders. They’re pretty Goldilocks – not
too loose yet tight enough to feel secure
without pinching – just right.
The CQC is a lightweight goggle, similar
to the Saber but featuring a comfortable
foam rubber pad around the inside of the
frame. They ship with both smoke and
clear lenses, as well as a pair of clip-on
sections which fit on the hinge of the
frame. These act as a kind of blinker – I
presume for bright-light or dusty conditions
– but also prevent BBs from coming in at
the temple. The foam backing is dense and
has sizeable vents to help air circulation.
The arms aren’t extendable and feel heftier
than those of the Saber.
These goggles are seriously comfortable
and feel rock-solid without being heavy.
They are slightly higher profile than the
Saber, but nowhere near as chunky as
conventional goggles.
The Gravity Black Ops are a different
proposition altogether. They are solidframed and come fitted with a smoke lens
(unlike the others, the Black Ops do not
have interchangeable lenses). They are a
slicker cut than the others with a lowerdrag feel. The arms are non-extendable.
The Black Ops’ nifty feature is called a
‘detachable climate-control system’. This is

Covert ops or Xmas shops, the Gravity
Black Ops are up to the challenge

essentially a vented foam lining that clips
around the inside of the eyepiece, allowing
you to manage the fit and comfort to your
own preferences. Overall the styling of
these glasses (and the case) feels much
more like something that could be worn
casually as well as in play.

Glasses: conclusion
These three eye-pro options have different
attributes but all are premium products.
The build quality is marvellous – they feel
like they could take anything that is thrown
at them. The Saber and CQC feel more
‘military’ than the Black Ops, which are as
much ‘town’ as ‘field’.
But, as always, the biggest test with
solid eye pro (as opposed to mesh) is

the fog factor. This is something I really
struggle with; I have used lots of different
eye-pro options yet never found a product
that doesn’t start to mist up eventually.
However, the Wiley-X kit puts up a
pretty decent fight. The hidden ace is a
lens coating that lives up to its promise,
and, while a big part of this issue is always
down to personal fit, I can honestly say
that each of these products is really highperforming in this respect. The vents on
the CQC and Black Ops are great and work
wonders when the game gets intense.
The Saber’s top rim is cunningly shaped to
minimise adherence to the brow without
feeling loose. They did fog, but I had
to work up quite a sweat before things
started to get cloudy.

The CQC goggles are a more heavy-duty
offering than the Black Ops
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PRICE LIST
GLASSES
SABER ADVANCED (including
a single lens): £38
CQC GOGGLE: £72
GRAVITY BLACK OPS: £84
GLOVES
PALADIN: £84
CAG-1: £67
DURTAC: £59

Gloves on

The Wiley-X CAG1 gloves
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As with the eye-pro, we had three different pairs of Wiley-X gloves to test.
Wiley-X has shaped the design of each of these around a certain
environment and utility, though they all have a few common features.
Each is cut to fit snug around the wrist to prevent it running up the
forearm. They also all have a sturdy leather/Velcro fixing to tighten.
I’ve no doubt that each of these will take a severe
battering before starting to wear. Each pair has a
nicely-sited loop for hooking the gloves to your rig
when not in use. Also, the logos are restrained
and not brash – quality over bling!
First up, the Paladin is described as an
intermediate cold-weather glove. It is the
thickest of the three, and has a (frankly lovely)
fleece lining. The palm is goatskin leather with a
padded section across the knuckles. The manufacturer
has woven Kevlar through the fingers and the back of the
hand to maximise fire and tear resistance. Obviously I can’t
say how effective this is in practice! Available in green and tan,
the Paladins are the bulkiest of the three but are really comfortable
and definitely the warmest. However, it does feel slightly odd for a coldweather glove to be cut short.
The CAG-1s feel the most conventional of the trio. They, too, have Kevlar
through the fingers and the back of the hand, and the same durable goatskin palm as
the Paladin. The main difference is that they sport an injection moulded knuckle-plate
that will be familiar to many from Oakley’s Pilot range. However, the plate is cut a tad
wider than the Oakley and feels more flexible, without losing the essential punch of
the feature. They are medium weight but feel sturdy, and are available in green, tan
and black.
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The Durtac was the last pair we looked at. These are badged as all-purpose but are definitely
the most tacticool of the lot – they have a lighter construction than their counterparts with a

Tacticool advantage: Durtac

matte, synthetic leather palm. The Durtac have open-weave materials on the back of the hand
and a similar knuckle protector to that on the CAG-1; they also feature hardened plates on the
back of the fingers for added protection, along with vents. The cuff is neoprene, rather than
leather, and Wiley-X has added a tactile rubber grip to the trigger finger. Just like the Model-T
Ford, they are available in any colour – so long as you want black.

Gloves: conclusions
Here we have three horses for three different courses. The
Paladin are the bulkiest, heaviest and warmest, and at this
time of year they will score high on the comfort factor.
For my money they also feel like they will last the
longest, but the short cuff does feel odd. For all of
that though, they don’t restrict movement; I had no
issues at all with my benchmark ‘fish-the-BFG-pin-outof-pouch’ test!
The CAG-1 are clearly the workhorse of the lot.
They feel sturdy, comfortable and resilient. They also
score big with me for not being too flash – workmanship beats
showmanship here. I don’t have any doubt these would be a good
addition to virtually any kit bag.
The Durtac are a slightly different proposition – if the CAG-1 are ‘steady’
and the Paladin are ‘solid’, the Durtac must be ‘speedy’. They are a little bit
flasher, a little bit lighter, and probably a little bit easier to work in. These, to
me, say quicker fingers but possibly a shorter lifespan – the materials don’t feel as
hardwearing as the others. Which quality is more important to each player is obviously a
subjective point.
That aside, the overall verdict is: quality! All
six of these products are the proper job;
great materials, great build and great design.
But they don’t come cheap. Wiley-X kit is
designed for serving professionals and is built
with real-world needs in mind. That quality
translates to cost – and when I say cost, I
mean similar to an entry-level GBB pistol.
To return to my first point: if you are
going to spend cash on kit, what should you
prioritise? Your eyes and hands are two of
your main tools in a skirmish – and in the rest
of your life. I think they are worth looking
after, and Wiley-X will do a good job of that.
All airsofters should know the old adage:
‘buy cheap, buy twice ’. There’s truth in that,
so when you come to invest in gloves and
glasses – in your eyes and hands – give all of
these product some serious consideration!

THOMAS JACKS
Many thanks to Thomas Jacks
Limited for supplying the review
items.
For more information on these and
other Wiley-X products, contact
Thomas Jacks: 01789 264100,
www.thomasjacks.co.uk
Workhorse: Wiley-X Paladin
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